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timber coating
machinery.
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Range of small and large models





Machine coating capacity can range
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Easy cleaning
and maintenance



Rotating brush application
for consistent coverage



Imported direct from Denmark
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Ceetec timber coating machinery is proudly distributed in Australia and
New Zealand by Intergrain Timber Finishes.
For more information on Ceetec equipment solutions, contact 1800 630 285.
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
MGA TMA
Ann Sanfey
IMPORTANCE OF SAFETY &
COMPLIANCE
Never has it been more important to focus
and review the need for compliance and
safety in the workplace. Businesses can
significantly reduce risk by instigating
various training throughout the business.
MGA TMA delivers industry training and
compliance solutions specific to the needs
of an independent timber and hardware
business.
All businesses have a legal obligation to
ensure the health and safety of all
customers and staff. Courses are designed
to provide the answers regarding how to
administer the systems for effective
workplace health and safety.
Traffic management
As only one example, forklifts are one of the
most hazardous workplace vehicles.
Incidents involving forklifts are usually
serious and often fatal. Whenever a forklift is
used in a workplace, a traffic management
plan must be implemented to ensure the
safety of drivers and pedestrians.
Traffic Management is a Safety Module
run as part of the MGA TMA Safety
Management System. It helps alleviate one
of the highest risks in a business, with
serious consequences if an incident occurs.
The risk increases substantially if the public
have direct access to areas with mobile
vehicle equipment.
A traffic management plan is a set of
rules for managing the movement of traffic
in your workplace. It should be developed by
the PCBU (person conducting a business or
undertaking) in consultation with workers
and others in the workplace. Everyone
affected by the plan must understand it and
follow it.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wood Dust
Electrical Safety
Emergency Management
Return to Work
Health Monitoring
Plant Machinery and Equipment
Housekeeping and Workplace Inspection
Contractor Management
Hazardous and Dangerous Substances
Manual Handling

Manage Training System (MTS)
Our Manage Training System (MTS) is an
easy to use training program to assist in
upskilling employees to maximise
productivity and functionality of the
business. MTS gives the opportunity to
enhance the staff’s already acquired skills
and knowledge. The system is designed so
the business can keep records of the
training for reporting and staff performance
purposes. It also allows the business to
track the progress of staff training (See
Image 1, below).
MTS covers a large range of essential and
advanced skill training in the workplace.
With courses that cover legal obligations to
meet compliance, time management,
communication and people skills. Examples
include:
• Managing performance
• Coaching on the job
• Leadership & Management

Image 1

STEP 1
Select person as
Administrator

Records

MGA TMA SAFETY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
This series is run as part of the broader
MGA TMA training program. Delivered by
professionals with strong industry
experience and available online to make
attendance simple, it is available to all
members.
Modules include:
• Risk Assessment
• Traffic Management
• Induction Training and Competency
4 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

Summary of
employee training

Employee status

System records
training when
completed

• Working with others
• And many more
Courses are accessible from any laptop;
tablet or smartphone and the system allows
an organisation to reach their people
anywhere.
Improve the skills of your people and the
competitiveness of your business as well as
engaging your workforce and achieving
organisational goals.
For more information visit MGA TMA at
www.mgatma.com.au, call MGA Industry
Training on 1800 888 479 or Ann Sanfey,
National Membership Manager on 0411
896 716.

TTIA
Brian Beecroft

INDUSTRY REDUNDANCY ISSUES
It will come as no surprise to any employers
in the industry that there has been a
downturn in work for many employers in the
past couple of months.
Some of the factors at play undoubtedly
include the tightening of bank finance as a
wash-up of the Banking Royal Commission
last year, as well as uncertainty invariably
caused by impending elections.
This has led to the return of members
enquiring about redundancy provisions
where they have been required to
put workers off due to lack of
work.
Prior to the commencement of
the National Employment
Standards (NES) on 1 January
Enter Employees’
information
2010 under the Fair Work Act
Complete their
2009, redundancy pay previously
details
had only been a legal entitlement
for award/agreement-covered
employees. However, the NES
now provides a statutory
Enrol in courses
entitlement to redundancy pay for
Assign courses
all full-time and part-time
individually or by
employees employed by a
course group
company that is not a small
business, including award/
agreement-free employees.

Monitor Progress

Notification
of training
completed

Employees excluded from
redundancy pay
The NES redundancy pay scale
does not apply to an employee’s
termination of employment if,
immediately before the time of
www.timbertradernews.com
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

the termination due to redundancy, or at the
time when the person was given notice of
the termination:
• the employer employs less than 15 fulltime employees (NB: the small
employer redundancy scale still
applies in the Timber Industry Award)
• an employee has less than 12 months
continuous service with the employer;
• the person is a casual employee;

Safe Work Australia has undertaken a
review of Australia’s WH&S and has made
34 recommendations, including tougher
penalties for non-compliance.

TIMBER MERCHANTS AUSTRALIA

Serving independent timber and hardware

Legal and HR

Timber Advisory Service

businesses by providing valuable back of
house services...

National Support Centre
1800 888 479 (Option 1)
www.mgatma.com.au

www.timbertradernews.com

Training

Member Benefits

Advocacy
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ASSOCIATION UPDATE

• the employee is terminated because of
serious misconduct;
• the employee is employed for a specified
task, or a specified period of time, or a
specified season;
• a training arrangement applies to the
employee and his/her employment is for
a specified period of time, or limited to
the period of the training arrangement;
• the employee is an apprentice;
• an industry-specific redundancy scheme
in a modern award applies to the
employee or is incorporated into an
enterprise agreement which applies to
the employee.
Members are advised to contact TTIA on
(02) 9264 0011 to discuss a range of issues
that need to be addressed in these
circumstances including consultation,
alternative employment, severance scale
and appropriate documentation when
terminating an employee due to redundancy.
REVIEW OF AUSTRALIA’S WORKPLACE
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Safe Work Australia has undertaken a review
of Australia’s Workplace Health & Safety and
has made 34 recommendations to enhance
the legal framework, including tougher
penalties for non-compliance. The report,
which was publicly unveiled on 25 February,
has been given to relevant ministers for
consideration.
Although the model WH&S laws are largely
operating as intended, the changes are
recommended to provide clarity and to drive
greater consistency in the application and
enforcement of the laws across jurisdictions.
Among the recommendations put to

“Our first combined project is to combat a
proposal to introduce unit pricing into retail
hardware; an impost which will benefit neither
the consumer nor the retailer.”
political leaders are the development of
regulations specifically covering
psychological health, clarifying what is
considered to be meaningful consultation,
representation and participation, as well as
an increase in penalties and the introduction
of other measures to “strengthen the
compliance and enforcement framework and
enhance deterrence”.
The report also called for:
• Continuous assessment of new
industries, hazards and working
arrangements.
• The provision of practical examples to
help employers engage with their
workforces on matters of health and
safety.
• New arrangements to allow for work
groups within small businesses.
• The removal of 24-hour notification
periods for entry permit holders.
• A review of incident notification
provisions.
The full report can be found on the Safe
Work Australia website (short link https://bit.
ly/2Fmbr2r).
TTIA has an in-house, timber industry
specific, WH&S unit that can assist
employers with advice and practical
solutions to comply with WH&S standards,

EcoWood®-LOSP
Timber with stability and performance!








Treatment does not affect timber dimensions.
Durable against decay and termite damage.
Ideal for high value products where treatment in final shape and
form is required.
Ideal for sensitive applications or where frequent
human contact is expected.
Attractive green coloured structural outdoor timber products.
Can be painted, stained or oiled.

• Decking
• EWP

• Fascia
• Cladding

• Structural Timber
• Machined Timber

• Custom Treatment Available •



www.outdoortimber.com.au




13 000 TREAT (87328)

Tanalised and Ecowood are registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.
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03 8706 1250
© Outdoor Timber 2017

rules and regulations. To book a WH&S
check-up please contact Ken Hocking on
0418 280 335.

TABMA
David Little
I’m delighted to announce that Hardware
Australia and TABMA Australia have recently
formulated a partnership.
We will be providing association services
to Hardware Australia including accounting,
event management and Executive Officer
resources.
This really is an exciting time for the
Independent Hardware and Timber Industry
as we now join forces to provide even better
support and services to timber and
hardware retailers and suppliers.
Combined, we represent the vast majority
of Hardware and Timber retailers and we will
look to make that voice heard! Our first
combined project is to combat a proposal to
introduce unit pricing into retail hardware; an
impost which will benefit neither the
consumer nor the retailer.
Contact me via David.L@tabma.com.au
should you wish to find out more
information or to add your voice to ours.
We have already had success cooperating
on projects including the development of
Certificate III in Hardware (Retail) and most
recently joining to help secure government
funding in South Australia for Training.
Members are still reporting flat or
declining sales. We had been waiting for a
real trading month in February to tell us
where the market really is and the news is
not great. We now have an oversupply in
(particularly structural) timber which will
naturally put downward pressure on pricing.
Let’s see who blinks first…
A note to TABMA members: Dr June
Dunleavy still has a few Certificate IV spots
available – funded by the NSW Smart and
Skilled program – for qualifications in sales,
leadership and management, and frame and
truss design and manufacturing. NSW only,
for existing employees and conditions apply.
Be quick if you are interested!
For more, visit www.tabma.com.au or
call 1800 822 621 or 1300 693 483 in
Queensland.
www.timbertradernews.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Protecting subcontractors
In the lead-up to the federal election, the Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman has backed Labor’s proposal for tradie ‘pay day’ trusts.

PHOTO: SYDA PRODUCTIONS/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

T

he January 2019 edition of TTN featured
a WA-based story about problems with
subcontractor payments in the wake of
another major project firm’s collapse.
The Australian Subcontractor Association
teamed up with leading industry figures to
call for the implementation of the Murray
Review recommendations, which had been
handed down in May 2018. These included
cascading statutory trusts and harmonisation
of laws across the country.
Now, with the federal election rolling over
the horizon, the ALP has promised that if it
wins government, it will commit the
Commonwealth to a series of cascading
trusts for all Commonwealth-run projects,

ensuring subbies are paid, even when the
lead builder goes under during the course
of the project. Additionally, the ALP has
committed to a $7 million Trade Litigation
Fund that will allow ASIC to prosecute cases
against builders phoenixing – folding one
company to avoid paying bills then
immediately starting another.
Support has come from the Australian
Small Business and Family Enterprise
Ombudsman, with Kay Carnell publicly
welcoming the proposal. “Our working paper
on cascading deemed statutory trusts in the
construction sector, released in November
last year, recommended these trusts to help
protect small businesses,” she said.

“We also support the proposal to create a
Tradie Litigation Fund for subcontractors to
access justice. However with the industry’s
track record of poor payment practices and
insolvency, the $7 million will disappear
quickly. In the past few years there has been
a marked increase in Australian construction
industry insolvencies and small business
subcontractors are the hardest hit when this
happens,” Carnell added.
While the federal government cannot
direct state governments to fix legislation on
these issues, they are a major source of
infrastructure funding and so these trusts will
help protect many subcontractors on federal
projects – a step in the right direction.

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here.

www.timbertradernews.com
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Snowy Rail Bridge

C

ompleted in 1916, the Snowy River Rail
Bridge was part of a 100km railway
lifeline for Orbost, in Victoria’s Gippsland
region. At 770m, it’s the longest timber rail
bridge in Victoria, with huge trunks of
Southern Mahogany (Eucalyptus botryoides)
rising up above the Snowy River floodplain.
At one point, the railway was planned to
extend into south-east NSW, and eventually
extend all the way to Sydney.
Times have changed greatly over the past
century, and the railway was closed in 1987,
leaving the bridge to fall into disrepair.
Now the community has rallied behind
this much-loved local landmark, seeking
funds to restore the bridge and incorporate
it into the East Gippsland Rail Trail, a worldfamous cycling and walking trail that winds
through the region.
Orbost has undergone an economic
downturn through the drought and the loss of

8 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

the local timber industry. The Save the Snowy
Rail Bridge committee believes increased
tourism can go a long way towards improving
local economic conditions, especially cycle
tourism. The East Gippsland Rail Trail currently
ends at Orbost, but the chance to add the
bridge to the route is seen as a huge
attraction, offering a ride unlike most cycle
tracks in the world.
As reported by Amelia Bernasconi from
ABC Gippsland, local accommodation
provider Kay Bristow said research from

The cost of the
restoration project
is estimated at
$2.5 million

other rail trails shows cycle tourists spend at
least $180 a night: “They’re good tourists
because they move slowly through an area
and they have a higher daily spend than
other tourists do. And for every dollar
invested in cycle tourism infrastructure,
about $3 is returned within the first two
years to the local communities.”
The committee and local businesses are
currently surveying the bridge, investigating
the prospects of restoration and the
business case for extending the trail. The
cost of the project is estimated at $2.5
million – a figure expected to be recouped
through increased tourism spend in the area.
Supporters of the plan are welcome to
join Save the Snowy Rail Bridge with
membership and sponsor options ranging
from $15 per person. Learn more at their
Facebook page, www.facebook.com/
savethesnowyrailbridge
www.timbertradernews.com
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A Victorian community is trying to save an historic timber rail bridge.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Mighty driving
Decades of skill made the difference when this Victorian truck
driver was caught up in an accident filmed on dashcam.

PHOTOS:COURTESY BAYSWATER MITRE 10

B

ack in February, Bayswater Mitre 10 driver
Dave Lynch was taking his 10-tonne crane
truck along Gembrook-Launching Place Road,
an hour east of Melbourne.
Lynch has held his truck licence for 45
years and is a relaxed, skilled driver. Which
came in more than handy when a car lost
control coming round a steep, wet bend
ahead of him that day.
“I’ve got good sightlines up in the truck,
so I could see it all unfolding,” Lynch says.
“I thought, this ain’t going to end well!’”
Captured on his dashcam, a silver sedan
lost traction in the wet and veered onto the
wrong side of the road, where two other cars
were ahead of Lynch. It struck the first, a
white Ford, heavily on the driver’s side, then
spun away, collecting the dark Mazda with its
rear before continuing down the road.
“I’d left a good amount of space, so I was
confident I could avoid the two cars that had
been hit,” says Lynch, “but I was a bit
worried about the other car that was still
spinning down the road towards me,
because I’d seen its engine and gearbox go
sailing over the edge of the road.”
Fortunately, he was able to miss all the
smaller vehicles. The driver of the Mazda
was out of his car before Lynch had a
chance to turn off his engine and together
the two men went to help the driver of the
Ford, which had suffered the most damage
“We tried to get her out, but we couldn’t
pull the door open,” says Lynch.
“When we told her we couldn’t get her
out, she asked ‘Can you get my young
fellow out?’ Her little boy had undone his
baby seat and was standing up in the back.
So I grabbed him out of the car and
comforted him for a little bit.”
Lynch passed the little boy over to another
helper, who took him to safety, and stayed
with the driver, who sustained broken ribs
and a dislocated shoulder. The driver of the
silver car was uninjured.
Lynch described it as a freak accident
caused by a combination of wet conditions
and a treacherous road. The team back at
Bayswater were so proud of his skill, they
uploaded the video to their Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/BayswaterMitre10.
“I’ve been driving for them just over 12
years,” Lynch says. “I used to do a bit of
part-time work for them when I had my own
truck. I ‘retired’ 12 years ago, but got bored
so I came to work here and I’ve been
enjoying it ever since.”
At least three other drivers are mighty
glad he was the one at the wheel.
www.timbertradernews.com

News snippets

S

martStruct Solutions has signed on
to repeat its role as principal partner
for Frame Australia 2019 ‘Timber Offsite
Construction’. It’s the second year in a
row for the division of Tilling Timber that
specialises in the provision of
collaborative timber building solutions
with a comprehensive range of
engineered wood systems focused on
mid-rise multi-residential and commercial
building projects. Held June 17–18 at a
new, larger venue (Crown Promenade,
Melbourne), the 2019 event will be the
21st Frame Australia. For more details
visit www.frameaustralia.com

T

he Australian Financial Review
reports that wealth management
giant IOOF will appear in the NSW
Supreme Court on July 1 to answer
allegations of negligence and breach of
trust as trustee of South Australian
timber scheme, SEAS Sapfor. Journalist
Adele Ferguson charted the complex
tale in her story for the paper, saying:
“The $75 million legal action is being
bankrolled by ligation funder IMF
Bentham on behalf of 4500 scheme
investors – known as the covenant
holders – who lost tens of millions of
dollars and are seeking compensation.”
In brief, investors were sold the timber
scheme product as a low-risk, set-andforget product with a safety net for
covenant holders. IOOF subsidiary
Australian Executor Trustees collected
fees in return for management and
ensuring covenant holders received
proceeds from the sale of timber.
However, in 2008, Sapfor was bought
by Gunns, which borrowed against the
scheme assets. When Gunns collapsed,
all funds were seized by the receivers.
Now, in a long and complex case,
investors hope for some return. For the
full story, visit www.afr.com/business/
banking-and-finance/afr10adele-ioof-20190310-h1c7hb

B

Above: Dave Lynch (top) captured this three-car
accident on the dashcam of his 10-tonne truck,
neatly avoiding adding to the carnage.

efore Tasmania’s disastrous summer
fire season has ended, another
significant fire has ripped through
Victoria with more than 100,000ha lost
in the Bunyip State Park Fire. The BOM
predicts a very high likelihood of
warmer than usual temperatures across
the country from April to June, and a
strong possibility of a drying El Niño
developing. Fire dangers look to remain
high for most regions.
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Housing
challenge

T
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Unit pricing
Responses to a call to expand unit pricing into
hardware stores.

I

n submissions to the Federal Government’s
review of the Retail Grocery Industry (Unit
Pricing) Code of Conduct, consumer groups
including CHOICE and the Consumers
Federation of Australia have called for unit
pricing to be extended to hardware stores.
Unit pricing is an element of the tickets
you will find in supermarkets across the
country. Grocery items are shown with their
price per package (say, $7.99 for 250g of
cocoa) and then also per unit, often 100g
(here $2/100g). It makes it easy for
consumers to compare products on price –
a 400g box of cocoa retailing for $11 would
be $2.75/100g – though it makes no
distinction as to comparative quality
between brands.
When the same product is available in
different sizes, however, it can be a quick
way to spot a genuine bargain. A 375g
peanut butter on a 25%-off sale for $3.75
($1/100g) is still not as good a deal as the
normal-priced 780g jar at $6.50 (83c/100g).
Unit pricing is required in the bigger
supermarkets and online grocery retailers in
Australia. Small stores and stores that sell a
limited range of unit prices are not required
to show unit pricing on their tickets.
From a consumer association point of
view, they see little difference between the
practicalities of buying a litre of milk or a litre
of paint, so why should one come with more
useful consumer information than the other?
However, hardware industry associations
TABMA and Hardware Australia are

concerned. They see it as a time-consuming
and potentially expensive impost on small
businesses for little consumer gain.
Unlike groceries, where milk is milk and
people can choose to buy on price, or clearly
marked qualities such as organic or lactosefree, or preferred brand, a spade might
actually be a shovel or a post-hole digger.
Most independent hardware outlets carry
limited options by type of product and rely
instead on a vast variety of products, which
is a logical decision when your customers
can be anyone from builders and plumbers
to parents doing a deck or students adding
shelves to a rental.
Even the example commonly given by
consumer advocates is misleading: they
pointed out it is vastly cheaper per unit for
our hypothetical student to buy 100 or 1000
screws than a pack of 20. Which is true.
Except that putting up a shelf takes four, so
there’s no point ‘saving’ money on
something you won’t use.
TABMA and Hardware Australia have
joined forces to represent hardware retailers
on this issue and are looking for input from
retailers. To add your voice, contact David
Little via David.L@tabma.com.au

Want the full story? Subscribe to
the TimberTrader News fortnightly
e-news at www.timbertradernews.
com/subscribe/newsletters

www.timbertradernews.com
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he City of Sydney has announced its
Alternative Housing Ideas Challenge,
with grants of $20,000 available to each
of six participants who best meet the
goals of the challenge.
Open to anyone with new ideas for
the housing sector, including property
and construction professionals,
financiers, lawyers, community
organisers, policy managers, planners,
designers and students, the challenge
focuses on identifying and developing
new models to increase affordable
housing supply.
With some five-and-a-half million
people currently calling Greater Sydney
home, and some of the highest
population density in the country in the
City of Sydney, housing costs remain
unaffordable for most average workers
and have led to distinct shortages of
key workers such as teachers and
nurses in central Sydney, as well as
students and young families. The
challenge is designed to encourage
participants to question the current
housing supply and explore creative
tenancy arrangements, including shared
or cooperative living, plus new funding
and delivery models.
Proposals should:
•
Demonstrate innovation in at least
two of these areas: planning,
design, ownership type, tenancy
type, management (including
sharing of facilities), construction,
urban land supply and financing;
•
Result in cheaper housing or meet
the City’s definition of affordable
housing;
•
Be financially viable, and socially
and environmentally sustainable;
•
Be liveable for residents;
•
Be scalable and replicable.
Entries close on Wednesday 8 May,
2019 and the short-list of six will be
selected by an expert jury. The
community will have the opportunity to
provide feedback on the short-listed
concepts as part of the City’s
consultation to shape Sydney 2050.
For more details and to subscribe to
challenge updates, visit www.
cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/vision/
planning-for-2050/alternative-housing

NEWS IN BRIEF

UPCOMING EVENTS
JUNE
FRAME 2019
The 21st Frame Australia event, Timber
Offsite Construction, will be held at Crown
Promenade Melbourne on 17–18 June.
Monday consists of speaker presentations
that will provide an extensive overview of
timber frame and mass wood offsite
construction, while Tuesday morning’s panel
sessions will discuss four different building
projects utilising timber offsite construction
systems, followed by afternoon workshops
run by specialised experts. Networking
opportunities and top industry display
booths will also feature. For full details,
visit www.frameaustralia.com

PHOTO: BLEAKSTAR/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

APRIL
INTECH 2019
Watch live demonstrations of Weinig
Australia’s complete range of solid wood
and panel processing machines in full
operational mode at this free event,
with German-themed catering. Held at
Wetherill Park on, 3–5 April. For tickets,
visit www.eventbrite.com.au/e/weinigaustralia-intech-tickets-55738805267

20TH AUSTRALIAN TIMBER
DESIGN AWARDS OPEN
Open to anyone involved in the design or
building of structures that feature timber, the
2019 TDAs are currently open for
nominations. Projects must be based in
Australia or built overseas but designed/
managed by an Australian firm and must
make use of timber. Any projects entered

for these awards require a completion
date of 28 June 2016 onwards, including
the close of entries date, 28 June 2019.
Categories include residential, public and
commercial design, landscaping, interior
fitouts and furniture or joinery. Previous
participants have enjoyed wide media
exposure, with winners and outstanding
entries featured in the local and
international press. For full details, visit
www.timberdesignawards.com.au

JULY
PTEC 2019
The 5th Pacific Timber Engineering
Conference will be held in Brisbane on
10–12 July. Bringing together academics,
developers and builders to discuss the
latest in timber construction, the event
aims to build networks. See story, page
30. Sponsorships are still available
Early bird tickets till 15 May 2019 at
www.civil.uq.edu.au/5th-pacific-timberengineering-conference-ptec-2019.

INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD
ALL NOW IN STOCK!
DISTRIBUTORS OF:

Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:

Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards,
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer
www.timbertradernews.com
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Family, village, tribe
When the many ‘villages’ of the Independent Hardware Group come together for the annual
National Expo, the true spirit of family-run independent businesses comes to light.

F

or three days in February, independent
hardware retailers gathered in Adelaide
for the annual IHG National Expo, together
with 200+ suppliers, experts and influencers
at the largest gathering of industry
heavyweights in the country.
In a year that has seen retailers around
Australia facing everything from record
drought to record floods, together with an
economic slow-down and housing downturn
in many regions, Expo provided practical tools
for tackling difficult business issues, as well
as opportunities to access supplier specials
and network with industry colleagues.
The business arm of the event began on
Monday, learning lab sessions for retailers.
Store teams were armed with information
and strategies for a competitive advantage,
designed to help them manage market cycles
and capitalise on growth opportunities in a
tough retail market – themes that continued
throughout Expo.
Delegates had ample opportunities to
share information, including executive
presentations, keynote speakers and handson product demonstrations. Welcome drinks
at Adelaide Oval wrapped up the day.
12 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

GLOBAL INSIGHTS
Tuesday began with business sessions – a
morning of attention-grabbing presentations,
all of which offered clear insights into how
every attendee could improve their
businesses – and lives.
First up was Steve Collinge, managing
director of Insight Retail Group, speaking on
the future of home improvement and garden
retailing based on his extensive experience
and in-depth knowledge of the UK market.
He acknowledged the differences in the
Australian experience and current economic
conditions, but reminded the audience that
the home improvement and garden market
has continued to grow in the UK over the
past decade despite a credit crunch,
austerity and now the Brexit car crash.
“If you don’t move, you improve,” he said,
emphasising that people want a nice place
to live, and that our industry has the power
to transform people’s lives, even in slow
years. The emotional uplift of a small
improvement is important for people, he
reminded the audience.
Collinge analysed the importance of
knowing your market intimately through the

lens of the Bunnings UK failed venture.
British Homebase was acquired by Australia’s
Wesfarmers for nearly £400 million in 2016. It
had traditionally focused on interiors, kitchens
and what was seen as the ‘mumsy’ end of
hardware. Wesfarmers wanted none of that
and a Bunnings rebranding program was
rolled out, replicating the Australian big box
stores. The entire company was sold just
over two years later for £1, costing
Wesfarmers some £547 million overall.
Collinge emphasised key reasons for the
failure that were lessons every business
should keep front of mind: local knowledge
was ignored, trusted brands were lost,
expert staff were let go, and the focus
moved to lowest prices, where they couldn’t
hope to compete with online shops. Add no
real digital service, and the project was
doomed from the start.
Collinge pointed out that trade customers
need convenience, but also rely on retailers’
expertise for new products and building
methods. Retail customers are looking for
easy availability at the right price, but also
need guidance, and – increasingly for
Millennials – rentals and services rather than
www.timbertradernews.com
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purchases on big-ticket items. Both want
loyalty benefits and easy record keeping.

PHOTOS: COURTESY IHG

INVESTING IN INDEPENDENTS
Collinge set out a very clear picture of
where the strengths for independent
hardware retailers lay, and IHG’s executive
team then built on that. Mark Laidlaw, CEO
of Independent Hardware Group, opened
with a tribute to the vast heritage of the
Group, including 16 businesses celebrating
anniversaries of 100 years or more. Mitre 10
itself is celebrating a big milestone in 2019,
it will be 60 years since the brand was
founded in June 1959.
John Clennett, from Clennett’s Mitre 10 in
Kingston, shared his memories of the men
who had founded the Group – including
explaining the origins of the Mitre 10 name:
part in honour of a mitre joint, part in honour
of Melbourne’s famous Mitre Tavern. The first
iteration was Mitre 8, recognising the eight
founding members, but, as Clennett joked,
a marketer said Mitre 10 sounded better, so
they quickly found two new members.
Laidlaw went on to highlight investment
programs that are driving success for
independent members, including its
extensive distribution centre network, trade
technologies such as Truck Tracker, Tradie+
Pass, Tradies Online, and the Sapphire
transformation program.
“Independents as a united force can be
very powerful,” Laidlaw said. “We started
this journey with the merger of the Mitre 10
and Home Timber & Hardware businesses.
The last two years have been about bringing
together and integrating the businesses
under our four brands and helping all
members become the Best Store In Town.”
Scan data and digital analytics are key to
the growth strategy for independents, Laidlaw
told the audience. They are what allow the
group to break from the old supplier-led
model to a fully consumer-driven future.
“We have spent too much time and
money fighting each other,” Laidlaw said. “It
doesn’t matter whether you are Home,
Mitre 10, Thrifty or True Value, the thing that
unites us is that we are all independents.
“Collectively we are a large force. In our
branded network alone, there are 690
locations, in almost every town and region
of Australia. There is a great opportunity for
all independents to unite and become a
genuine alternative to the Big Box for
Australian shoppers,” he concluded.
Annette Welsh, IHG general manager
merchandise, was the next to take the
stage, expanding on the importance of
embracing the digital age. She showed
concrete examples of how a nimble
response to customer needs has increased
sales and added new and return customers.
Significantly, she spoke of digital tools and
www.timbertradernews.com

Clockwise from top: Mitre 10’s 60th birthday was a focus for celebration; the trek to Adelaide Oval for
welcome drinks; (from left) Frank Vanderkolk, Maura Woodman, Kerry Woodman and Susanne Vanderkolk;
the outdoor settings display was a popular rest stop; Dulux’s stand receiving a final tweak – the Dulux
dog later popped by to charm attendees; (from left) David Jordan, Melinda Callaghan and Greg Nicholls.
Opposite: South Australian produce was the star at the Independence Dinner.

strategies working in concert with traditional
values such as customer service, and how
both were necessary. “Knowing your
customer intimately is crucial to building
strategies that grow member sales,” Welsh
said. “However, technology continues to
change the rules and therefore IHG’s
strategies are evolving to meet these
changing dynamics.

“Consumer demands have created the ‘I
want it now’ generation who expect access
to shopping 24 hours a day. They want to
receive their orders fast. It should be
seamless, anytime, anywhere, on any device.
They are not waiting for us to open our front
doors,” she added.
The strength of the Group came from
IHG’s strong investment in this sector.
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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“There is so much work happening in our
digital, data and analytics space, at great pace.
This is investment on our members’ behalf to
support our consumer-driven strategy,” Welsh
said. “Every member and supplier is
encouraged to embrace the opportunities in
digital so they don’t get left behind.
“We have to continue to be nimble in our
digital activity and move fast, because
technology and customer expectations are
rapidly changing. But we are first to market
here and we are developing the right tools,
investing through scan data so we can
personalise the product offer to the customer
and, hopefully, make those consumers as
loyal as possible to our brands.”
Welsh listed convenience and personalised
service in the form of Click’n’Collect, loyalty
programs and the new Buy Now, Pay Later
services. Website content telling people why
they need a product and how to use it and
Smart Home products are ways digital
demand is being met. Concluding, she
advised stores find a staff member who’s
passionate about tech and let them loose,
as they’ll be the ones driving innovation.

CHALLENGE AND SUPPORT
Champion athlete Kurt Fearnley was the last
to take to the stage. He talked the audience
through a wheelchair marathon and the
kilometres of pain after he takes his last
deep breath for 90 minutes at the start of
each race. Preparation and perseverance
were vital, but Fearnley reminded the
audience that no-one succeeds in a vacuum.
He spoke of the hundreds of people who
had helped him, some by their expectations
that he could and would excel, some through
a literal helping hand. Before he even started
at Carcour Public School, the principal fought
for him to attend the school with his brothers
rather than be relegated to a ‘special’ school.
Fearnley shared two central messages.
The first was “Lack of expectation rips the
heart out of people.” In addition to a call for
more access and diversity of ability in
workplaces and Australian life, this also
meant setting big goals. “I don’t see how
you get to be best in the world without the
intention of perfect,” he said, admitting he
only felt he achieved it four times.
The second came out of a story of his
11-day crawl along the Kokoda Track. Mac,
Clockwise from top: The business session’s topics
ranged from digital futures to the importance of
diversifying core business and were filled with
members typing notes into phones; Annette
Welsh told the story of IHG’s successful focus on a
shopper-led range; Mark Laidlaw celebrated the past
and outlined the future of IHG; John Clennett shared
his memories of Mitre 10’s founding members;
Laidlaw reminded the Group that members weren’t
competing against each other; Kurt Fearnley talked
about the importance of preparation and of offering
and asking for support; Steve Collinge gave a global
perspective on home improvement.

14 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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Clockwise from top: Bostik had a jet-ski to win as well as a two-storey stand;
the Expo trade floor saw over $22 million in sales; attendees planned their
stand visits with military precision; the Independence Dinner was a festival of
networking and support; hands-on demonstrations were the order of the day
for several tool suppliers, but all done under full safety conditions.

a barefoot porter, carried Fearnley’s 25kg
pack and wheelchair every day. At the end
of one hard trek, Mac ran to a nearby village,
returning with Twisties and Coke to lift
Fearnley’s spirits. Community was a vital part
of getting through struggles, he said. “We
have the ability to share, and get help.”

forestry giant One Forty One to high-quality
suppliers Hyne and Dindas did as much
work educating attendees on new timber
applications as describing their extensive
range to trade suppliers.

EXPO WHEELING & DEALING
Of course, the event was far more than
talks and lectures. Over the Expo’s two main
days more than 220 trade exhibitors showed
their ranges and launched new products,
with special Expo pricing driving in excess of
$22 million in sales during the event.
Some exhibits went all-out with hands-on
displays that invited touching, such as
Hardings’ spectacular kitchen and bathroom
fittings display, while others rewarded tired
attendees with sweets, pens and cheerful
banter to see them through to the next
offer. Dulux added to an already brilliant
display with their trademark dog, who
happily received pats.
Trade was brisk in everything from paints
and adhesives to connectors and tools,
while timber specialists ranging from
www.timbertradernews.com
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“It’s so humbling to
think what you do for
the right reasons can
be recognised.”

16 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

Amid all the business, there was
also fun. Bostik’s multi-level display
featured a roof terrace above their
showroom and a jet-ski to win,
while the beautiful Outdoor Living
display was a favourite retreat for a
great many people with tired feet. Meyer
Timber convened a mock meeting of the
FTMA attendees at Expo and the kind team
From top: The Black Sorrows with Vika and Linda
Bull were the stars of the Awards of Excellence;
Tillings Timber was a much-deserved winner of
National Trade Supplier of the Year.

at Hardings gave out handfuls of sweets to
anyone flagging. Many jokes were made
about the distances trekked through the
huge display halls in search of great buys.
The Independence Dinner on Tuesday
night was a great reviver, with top local
produce and music combining to create an
atmosphere that encouraged connections –
both new friendships and business.

CELEBRATING SUCCESS
The annual awards dinner is always an Expo
highlight, and this year’s was even more
special than usual with music from the Black
Sorrows with Vika and Linda Bull. Joe
Camilleri had the audience up and dancing,
and Vika had the whole room clapping along.
During the awards, it was the emotional
speeches and family pride that struck a chord.
Peter Williams, winner of the CEO
Recognition Award, summed up the feelings
of many on the night: “It’s so humbling to
think that what you do for the right reasons
can be recognised.”
Ged Johnson from Johnson Bros Mitre 10
was upfront about his emotion: “Bear with
me if I tear up, I know it’s not a funeral, but
it means so much to us.”
Norm Tilling, accepting the Trade Supplier
of the Year award on behalf of Tilling Timber,
added a lighter touch, opening by telling the
audience, “I’m certainly glad I came!”
before thanking the company’s management
and also “the hard-working ordermen,
foremen, wood machinists, stackers and so
forth that get the product out to our
customers in a timely, on-tally manner. In
our 60 years there have been a hell of a lot
of people who have put a lot of blood, sweat
and tears into our company.”
www.timbertradernews.com
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SUPPLIER
AWARDS
Living Supplier of the Year
Husqvarna Group (Néta, Gardena)
Fix Supplier of the Year
Sutton Tools
Trade Supplier of the Year
Tilling Timber

INDIVIDUAL
AWARDS
Paul Murphy Mighty Helpful Service
Josh Pain, Margaret River Home Timber
& Hardware, WA
Blue Blood Award
Michele Vincent, Sales Support and
Marketing Officer, WA.
CEO Recognition Award
Peter Williams, Williams Mitre 10, Tas

HALL OF FAME
The Vanderkolk Family, proprietors of
Bayswater Mitre 10, Victoria
See March TTN for the store winners.
Liam Collier accepted the Village of the
Year on behalf of the Western Planers,
saying, “It would be one thing to receive the
recognition in less challenging times… But to
rise and be victorious from the dry, parched
outback of NSW? Well, that’s something.”
Steven Czeiger, MD of Sunlite Mitre 10,
told of meeting his city stores’ manager
Ching Ching at the Sydney Seafood Markets,
where her amazing service led him to poach
her for his team. “Someone with the right
attitude, passion and dedication can do
anything they want in an environment that
cultivates people,” he said. “We are a people
business more than a hardware business.”
The biggest round of applause all night
went to the announcement of the 2018 Hall
of Fame winners, the Vanderkolk family,
famous for their Bayswater Mitre 10 trade
centre. The whole family was up on stage,
including parents Frank and Susanne, with
son Mick taking on the talking duties. In a
generous speech that was simultaneously
one of the funniest and one of the most
heart-warming of the night, Mick ran through
the history of the company and paid tribute
to his family and staff, putting the credit for
www.timbertradernews.com

Clockwise from top: The Vanderkolk family
with Mick second from right, beside Mark
Laidlaw. Peter Williams was a popular winner
of the CEO Recognition Award; the team from Ox Tools, Best Small Exhibitor of the
Year; Bostik’s stand was awarded Best Large Exhibitor of the Year; Liam Collier, BDM for Western Planers;
the team from Sunlite Mitre 10 York St.

their success firmly on his parents’ shoulders:
“Mum and Dad kept putting money back into
the business so we could win some awards,”
he said, self-deprecatingly.
“Dad’s not too visible nowadays in the
business, but he’s been a driving force. He’s
a spiritual figurehead… We still pay him,
every week,” he quipped.

More seriously, Mick added, “When Metcash
bought into Mitre 10, we thought they were
going to need a bit of help. Greengrocers trying
to sell hardware? But every thing they said,
they meant, and they’ve done it consistently.”
Amid the laughs, there were a few happy
tears to see the acclaim for a family that has
committed so much and helped so many.
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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Done properly,
parquetry lasts 25
years between
sandings, and there
are century-old floors
still going strong.
18 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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Piece of beauty
The art of parquetry celebrates timber’s beauty and is a
value-add for suppliers that’s also affordable for builders.

T

here’s a hypnotic beauty in a good
parquetry floor; watching the shift of
colours across the timber blocks, and the
movement of the pattern. It’s a feature of
many classic buildings, both public and
private, but has fallen out of common use in
private dwellings with a false perception of
being ‘difficult’. In fact, done properly,
parquetry lasts 25 years between sandings,
and there are century-old floors still going
strong across Australia. If anything, it
benefits from minimal maintenance, with
nothing more than a regular vacuum.
There are two main types of parquetry
floor: block and mosaic. Block floors are laid

www.timbertradernews.com

one piece at a time and mosaics come as
pre-made sheets, sometimes in elaborate
patterns. Common designs include
herringbone, basket-weave, brick and
chevron. The parquets themselves are
generally cut from attractive hardwoods
and are usually square-dressed solid blocks
around 14-19mm thick, though they can also
be thinner veneers, around 8mm, and
engineered timber parquets have come onto
the market in recent years.
Far more than just a fancy floor for highclass offices, parquetry is an extremely
practical option that is surprisingly affordable
and just requires a little planning.

TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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Above: Packing parquets at J Notaras & Sons; a complex block pattern parquetry floor laid in brush box and Tasmanian oak by Roby Flooring, polished with
Loba Duo silk matt. Previous spread: Laying a row of herringbone parquets on a smooth concrete floor; a finished herringbone floor.

Above: Sanding smooths newly laid parquetry to a single level. Modern sanders have flawless belts and
bags to collect the dust. Floors can be re-sanded multiple times over decades for an as-new finish.
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VALUE ADDING TO TIMBER
For timber suppliers J Notaras & Sons,
parquetry represents a convenient value-add
to their standard flooring range. Founded in
1952 by Lambrinos and Spiro Notaras, the
family business – now run by their children –
has produced flooring for over 60 years and
sells kiln-dried hardwood product around
NSW and SE Queensland.
Since 2000, their value adding plant has
included a parquetry processing plant. The
product is made from the dockings of their
tongue-and-groove flooring.
“Years ago, offcuts were just burned,”
says Donna Layton, general manager. “We
no longer burn any material: everything
leaves our site value-added. All our dockings
are automatically cut to a length to suit our
parquetry machine and are manually sorted
by one or more people – depending on the
availability of workers. The blanks are graded
to check they are free of cracks and splits.
Any that fail are binned for chipping, the
graded ones are packed on pallets.”
J Notaras & Sons produces 260x65x14mm
light-coloured parquetry blanks in Australian
Beech, New England Blackbutt, Silvertop
Stringybark, Tallowwood and White
Mahogany. Red blanks of the same size are
available in Blue Gum, Rose Gum, Grey
Gum, Red Mahogany and Turpentine, while
brown blanks come in Grey Box, Grey
Ironbark and Spotted Gum. A thicker
www.timbertradernews.com
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Since 2000, J Notaras & Sons has included a
parquetry processing plant. The product is made
from the dockings of their T&G flooring.

COVER FEATURE
260x65x19mm blank is available in Australian
Beech, Blue Gum, Rose Gum and Spotted
Gum, as the company also produces a
60x90mm T&G board.
Each box contains enough blanks –known
as parquets, or blocks in the flooring trade –
to cover 1.44m2. All timber is locally sourced
and harvested from NSW native regrowth
forests on a sustainable basis.
“It’s labour-intensive to produce,” says
Layton, “and slower than running material
into T&G. It wouldn’t be cost-effective to run
as a full-time production process, but it is a
worthwhile product to process part-time. We
use our existing staff and run parquetry
when we aren’t running some of our other
production processes. It’s an excellent way
to add value and create another product line.”
The job is low in labour costs: one person
to feed blanks into the machinery (a Weinig
Unimat planer and Friulmac end tenoner),
another to grade and a third to pack, mark and
seal each box before loading onto a pallet.
“The market for parquetry is very
selective and not as widespread as the T&G
market, says Layton. “It’s a specialised field,
but if customers want something different
and spectacular, then parquetry is
worthwhile considering.”
Different and spectacular are exactly the
words for the results.

IN EXPERT HANDS
Rod Williamson of Roby Floorsanding and
Parquetry is a third-generation parquetry
layer. “Forty years ago, every home that was
built basically had a parquetry floor,“ he says.
In the decades since, several factors have
combined to change that in private
dwellings. Builders didn’t want to take the
time to lay complex floors, there were fewer
expert layers, and non-specialist layers used
the wrong or too-weak glues – “After about
five years, the bad work was starting to
come unstuck,” Williamson says.
Combined with changes in residential
fashions, parquetry moved out of the
domestic sphere and into the commercial,
now most often seen in high-end offices,
churches, libraries and government buildings.
Which is a great shame, according to
Williamson. “Done well, parquetry pretty
much lasts forever, if it’s looked after
properly,” he says.
“There’s not much difference in the cost,
you’d be surprised. Once you get started, if
you’ve been doing it for a while, you can lay
a block floor one piece at a time, incredibly
fast. It’s probably as quick as a tongue and
groove floor. For tongue and groove, you’ve
got to glue along the line of every board and
then staple it, and top nail or secret nail if it’s
a wide board, whereas with parquetry you

just trowel a section of glue, start laying the
blocks and away you go.”
Williamson has been using Notaras
timbers for many years. “They’ve got a good
block parquetry product. We buy through
Abbey Timber. It’s always available, we’ve
had no problems with any of it – and we’ve
had a lot of problems with manufacturers
over the years, I can tell you.”

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
Parquetry requires a clean, flat, dry surface
such as concrete or ply to be glued to. On
poor surfaces, 6mm of cork is sometimes
used, and specialist floors such as basketball
courts have their own special substrates.
Adhesive is spread over a small area and
block parquetry is laid piece-by-piece, or as
mosaic sheets (usually around 900mm).
“You’ve got to start the first couple of
rows square,” says Williamson. “If it’s a
millimetre out in the first couple of rows, by
the time you get down 20 rows you could
be 20mm out. Undulations in the concrete
can throw it all out, too. The key is not to
push the whole thing together too tightly,
just ease it together and then try and keep it
as square as you can.”
This is where a specialist layer is
invaluable. It’s rare for a house to be built
fully square, so the layer needs the

SAINT-GOBAIN ABRASIVES PTY. LTD. 60 Hume Hwy, Somerton, VIC 3062, Australia.
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Above: Big modern windows show the beauty of timber colour variations across a parquetry floor. Oddshaped corners and bay windows require a good eye to adjust the overall pattern attractively.

back with a saw and cut it off to the straight
line, then lay the border,” Williamson says.
He adds, in the tone of the truly
experienced, “When you have to make
compromises, you make them over against
the wall where the furniture goes and
no-one’s going to see them.”
While parquetry floors require good
timbers and a degree of skill in the layer, the
floors themselves are much lower-stress for
homeowners than floorboards. There are no
movement problems with parquetry; unlike
long floorboards, it won’t twist or bend. You
don’t have to acclimatise it, you can repair it
easily because each parquet isn’t connected
to the other ones, and you can lay it in a
brick bond pattern or a random brick bond if
you want the look of a standard timber floor
with long, straight lines.
And yet it remains an under-used option in
residential buildings. “I think T&G and
floating floors have just taken over,” says
Williamson. “Builders want a floor that just
goes in and it’s done, you can walk on it
straight away, whereas with a parquetry
floor, you need to wait for the glues to dry.“
He accepts that the demand on timber in
the industry does mean that this is unlikely
to change, but hopes that parquetry will
remain a part of the mix, given its real
practical advantages. “I think a lot of people
think it’s a lot more expensive than it is.”

“When you have to
compromise, do it
where the furniture
goes and no-one’s
going to see it.”

Above: Dark parquets laid in a herringbone
pattern with a light timber border.
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experience to choose where to lay from.
“It’s not the measurements of the room: it’s
where you’re going to see the floor the
most,” says Williamson. “If you walk into a
house and there’s a long hallway and that
hallway isn’t square but the room to the side
is, there’s no point starting square in the
room and working your way out into the hall.
When you walk in the front door, your eye is
going to focus on the hall, not the side room.”
Similarly, small variations in the substrate
can be managed by easing blocks over rises
and dips. The tiny gaps that arise are fixed in
the later filling and sanding processes.
“It’s just little things I was taught by my
grandfather and my old man,” Williamson
says. “But they make a lot of difference.”
For example, a different-coloured border
around a wall looks beautiful, but needs to
be balanced. “You don’t want to start off
with a full block on one end and half a block
on the other end,” says Williamson.
His technique is to measure out from the
wall all the way around where the client
wants the border and flick a chalk line.
Inside the line, the parquets are planned to
be pleasantly symmetrical and are then
glued to the chalk line, with those at the
edges overlapping into the unglued area.
“When it’s all set the next day you come

In the first half of the 20th century, block
parquetry was also tongue and groove and it
was all laid in pitch. “There wasn’t any
suitable glue,” says Williamson, “so they’d
boil a big vat of pitch, spread it on the floor
and lay the blocks into that.
“What happens in the wintertime is that
pitch gets really hard, which means the floor
gets loose, then in summertime it warms up
and the floor settles back down again. I’ve
done quite a few repair jobs on those floors
over the years in schools and government
departments and so on.”
At the start of Williamson’s career, and for
many years, PVA was the glue of choice,
now polyurethane glues dominate.
“I think they’re too strong,” says
Williamson. “The strongest thing on the
floor is the parquetry hardwood, the
weakest thing is the concrete or timber
underneath and with polyurethane, the next
strongest thing is the glue, so if you get a
lot of water the timber is going to move and
the waterproof glue will move with it and
damage the substrate or walls.”
The exact reason why PVA has become
less popular in building is what makes it
suitable for parquetry: the bonds of the
water-based glue are easier to break. “With
traditional glues, if you damage half a dozen
blocks, you can just take those blocks out
www.timbertradernews.com
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Properly cared for,
parquetry floors are
a lifetime proposition.
Most will outlive their
installers.
and replace them,” says Williamson. “It’s not
hard to find the timbers, suppliers have a
bigger range available than they used to.”
Floors laid by Williamson’s father in the
early 1950s are still in excellent condition.
“He laid mosaic floors for a company called
George Wills and it was laid straight over the
top of a cypress pine floor, diagonal pattern,
and it’s been there decades and there
wouldn’t be one loose finger in the whole
floor. It’s only been re-sanded once in its
entire life. If you use enough glue, you use
the right trowels, you use the right method,
as my dad was taught and I was taught,
there are no problems.”

CARING FOR PARQUETRY
Many of the problems people associate
with parquetry floors come from basic
misunderstandings about timber, Williamson
says. “A lot of people wash it with water, and
water and timber don’t mix.”
He recommends minimum maintenance
on any timber floor, aside from regular
vacuuming. “It’s only the dirt between your
shoes and the floor that causes scratching,”
Williamson says. “A lot of Asian people take
their shoes off when they get to the front

Above: Roby Floorsanding and Parquetry laid 170m2 of Brushbox herringbone parquetry with a Ramin
border in this Artarmon house last year and sanded and polished it to a high shine.

door and their floors last 25 years without a
problem. If you want to clean it, use cold
water and a couple of caps of metho in a
really wrung-out mop.”
Properly cared for, parquetry floors are a
lifetime proposition. They can be re-sanded
to an as-new finish six times or more,
depending on how they’re looked after. And
with an average of one sanding every couple
of decades, or even longer, most will outlive
the person who installs them.
As Williamson says, “In a tongue and
groove floor, you’ve only got about 6mm
down to the tongue and then you just throw
it away. But parquetry floors, even when
they’re only 8mm thick, you still get a long

life out of them as long as they’re looked
after properly.”
He advises keeping the floor as dry as
possible and never using a steam mop on
any timber flooring.
Be conscious of your timber choices if you
live in a termite-risk area, Williamson warns.
“Cypress Pine is the only timber that white
ants won’t eat, though I’ve never seen them
eat much Brushbox, either,” he says.
”Whereas Tasmanian Oak – they’d walk
across Sydney Harbour Bridge to get some
Tassie Oak in them.“
In termite areas, floors are just as
important to protect as the frame of the
house. “We did a block parquetry floor for

Modern Swiss OSB making waves in Australia’s construction industry
Structural board for bracing and ﬂooring in timber frame buildings
SimBoard

OSB SimBoard®

SimBrace

• Ideal for domestic &
commercial buildings
• Sheet size 3600 x 900
• 15% less weight & 30%
less load
• Alternative to particleboard
flooring
• Formaldehyde free binders
• PEFC & FSC certification
on request

SYDNEY
www.simmondslumber.com.au
www.timbertradernews.com

Ph (02) 9638 7333

MELBOURNE
Ph (03) 9791 2241

BRISBANE

Ph (07) 3267 0244
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a woman and about 18 months later she rang
me up and said ‘I walk across the floor with
my high-heeled shoes on and I’m going right
through it.’ I raced out and took a look, and it
was full of white ants. She paid a lot of
money for the floor, but didn’t do any termite
work around the outside of the house.”

THE MAGIC OF SANDING

Family values

Roby Floorsanding and Parquetry
celebrates 100 years in business this
year, and over that time there has been
a lot of repeat business
In 1976, Rod’s father Jim Williamson
laid this square basket weave mosaic
parquetry floor in Blakehurst (above).
Twenty-three years ago, Rod re-sanded
it and, in March, his son Jayson sanded
it for the second time.
“She still had the quote from when
we first did it, 40-odd years ago,” says
Williamson. “A lot of people still keep
the quote, and they ring up and they
ask ‘are you still in business? Is it still
the same family? Ah, that’s good!’ They
don’t even query the pricing, they just
get us to come and do the job.”
The floor was laid with PVA glue and
crossed over from a concrete substrate
to a timber substrate. “Usually you’d
get a bit of movement between one
floor and another and a crack across the
floor, we never even got that,“ says
Williamson. “With a lot of parquetry
floors, you don’t really need to put an
expansion joint in, the movement is in a
block a few inches long, not in a piece
of timber four metres long.”
Jayson was thrilled to follow in Jim
and Rod’s footsteps. “My grandfather
passed away four years ago, and he
passed all his skills down to Dad and
he’s been training me up,” he says. “I’ll
go back and see jobs that Dad’s done,
and I’ll sand them and polish them up.
Those things are really cool for me.”
Too modest to mention it, Rod is also
more than a flooring expert. In August
2018, he was inducted into the Variety
Club Hall of Fame after raising hundreds
of thousands of dollars participating in
Variety car rallies for over 25 years.
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A freshly laid parquetry floor has a rustic
charm, but it’s the skill of the sander and
polisher that brings it to life, smoothing the
surface into a single unit and increasing the
play of light across the colours of the timber.
A skilled sander and polisher can increase
the value of a floor, whereas a poor worker
can create marks that show up in the
finished product.
“Everything is much more visible these
days,” says Williamson. “When I first started
laying floors, houses had one little window
in a room and one little light in the ceiling.
Defects in floors didn’t show up. But now
you’ve got half a dozen downlights, you’ve
got huge windows – everything shows up!”
Thankfully, equipment has also changed.
Gone are the heavy old machines that were
often petrol powered to be used on
subdivisions where electricity was yet to be
connected. In their place are light, reliable
models that sand perfectly smooth.
Abrasives have also improved dramatically
over the course of Williamson’s career. The
most popular flooring sanders use
continuous belts – the old version wrapped
a sheet of sandpaper around a drum, tucking
the ends into a groove cut in that drum,
which was then tensioned. The groove
always made a mark in the floor as it came
around. Now, a range of abrasive grades and
types from the better manufacturers means
specific products are available to suit any
type of timber.
“Sandpaper‘s much better today than what
it was in the old days,” Williamson says. “We
use a lot of Norton products and Sia. Great
performance from them. And recent timber
floors aren’t as hard as the old ones. It’s all
plantation timber, not old-growth forest.”
This can cause problems with machines
that use a circular motion. “You have to know
what you’re doing there, because they can
actually cut a circle in the floor, which will
show through when you coat it,” says
Williamson. “You’ve got to keep the machine
moving and make sure what you’re using is

clean and hasn’t any grit on it.”
Eccentric oribital machines that go
backwards and forwards as they go round
and thus make it virtually impossible to stay
too long in one spot are also available and
have been for many years. “I still use
Progress machines that have got to be 60
years old, you can’t cut a mark in the floor
with them. I’ve got about seven or eight of
them in the factory, but my son Jayson, who
does a lot of the sanding and polishing for
us, rarely uses them – they’re too slow.”
The floor is screeded with filler before
sanding. “This is where we deal with any
little gaps that come up from things such as
a rise in the concrete, meaning two blocks
go together flat on the bottom but with a
minuscule gap at the top. The filler will cover
that,” Williamson says.
The final step is waxing and polishing.
There is an enormous range of good
products available that both nourish the
timber and protect the floor. Williamson likes
the traditional approach: “I was taught by
my grandfather to use beeswax. You break it
down with mineral turps. After you’ve waxed
the floor once, you use mineral turps to
dissolve the wax again and keep re-using it,
so you don’t get a build-up. And then when
you find you’re not getting any shine off the
floor, you’ve used up all the wax and you
just rewax it again.”
There are excellent off-the-shelf products
available, but he warns against some of
the ‘no-fuss’ water-based waxes that will
continue to absorb water from the shoes of
people coming into the house, permanently
staining the timbers at doorways.

PARQUETRY’S FUTURE
While much of the work for Williamson’s
company comes from floorsanding,
parquetry is still popular in public buildings
for its toughness, as well as high-end
homes for its prestige.
“We recently replaced all the parquetry in
a basketball centre at Randwick Girls High
School,” says Williamson, “about 600m2 in
one room. It’s on an Air-Thrust floor: sheets
of ply with little rubber pads under the
bottom sheet. The flooring is glued to the
top and stays in place, but the layers
underneath take the stress out of your
knees and feet.”
The sizes of parquets have changed over
the years and while it’s possible to source or

It’s the skill of the sander and polisher that
brings a parquetry floor to life, increasing the
play of light across the colours of the timber.
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Parquets can be laid in a brick pattern to mimic the flow of standard floorboards. Here large veneers mean the job will lay quickly, but the floor will still
have a longer life than a T&G or floating floor version as it can be sanded back multiple times.

cut small quantities for repairs, it does mean
some types of floor can’t be reproduced.
Wiliamson says, “I’ve got a house down
the coast and the dishwasher burst there
and damaged a lot of parquetry in the
kitchen and went downstairs and damaged
some floor down there. You just can’t get
that size anymore, so I had to dig up the
floor downstairs, clean all the undamaged
blocks one by one and use them to patch
upstairs and put in a new floor downstairs!”
Finding a reputable layer is often word of
mouth through previous clients or timber

outlets. Training is similarly passed on from
one generation to the next, and Williamson
worries that some skills risk being lost with
the older generation of layers. “Jayson is
fantastic at sanding and staining, but he’s
never laid much. Of course, I’ve got to quote
a job tomorrow in a church that’s 300m2 of
parquetry floor and I’ll need him, so he’ll
learn a bit there, that’s for sure.”
Meanwhile, a repair job in another church
at Parramatta calls. Its block floor is 80 years
old, laid in pitch, and got wet when the
ceiling fell in. But Williamson is confident it

will be a simple job. “With the weather
being warm, the pitch has still hung the floor
together, so it just needs re-sanding. There
are a lot of beautiful floors in churches. They
tend to look after them better, and wax
them so they don’t need to re-sand them as
much. It’ll be there for the grandkids.”
For more, visit www.saint-gobain.
com.au, www.notarastimbers.com.
au, or call Roby Floorsanding &
Parquetry on 0407 671 612 for
Jayson and 0414 319 687 for Rod or
visit their Facebook page.

J NOTAR AS & SON S PT Y LTD

YOUR PARQUETRY SUPPLIER
Family Business Operating since 1952
We supply the following species of 260x65x14 on a regular basis
Light Coloured Species:
Aussie Beech, Tallowwood,
New England BBT, Silver Top
Stringybark, White Mahogany

Red Coloured Species:
Blue Gum, Rosegum,
Grey Gum, Red
Mahogany, Turpentine

Brown Coloured Species
Grey Box, Grey Ironbark,
Spotted Gum

GREY GUM

AUSSIE BEECH

Web www.notarastimbers.com.au Email jns@notarastimbers.com.au Phone 02 6642 3477 Fax 02 6642 7013
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WATT ABOUT

THE WORKPLACE
with Emma Watt

From the case law files
The records of workplace regulators are filled with cautionary tales.

S

afety regulators around Australia join the
courts in enforcing laws regarding safe
work sites. Here are summaries of two
safety cases prosecuted by regulators, and
one case where an employee applied to the
Fair Work Commission. These employers
have been found to have failed in their
duties, and paid the price.

In January 2019, Maria Jackson, a 72-yearold woman who was the owner and
operator of a scrap metal business in Foster
(regional Victoria), was sentenced to six
months imprisonment. She was also fined
$10,000 and ordered to pay costs of $7336.
Ms Jackson drove the forklift at the
workplace, despite never having held a
forklift licence. Her actions on the forklift led
to the death of a worker.
In February 2017, Ms Jackson was
transferring scrap metal from inside a 1.8m
metal bin into a larger metal bin. Another
worker was positioned inside the smaller bin
which had been raised to approximately 3
metres from ground level by Ms Jackson, on
the forklift. The 1.8 metre scrap bin that the
worker was standing in was not secured to
the forklift or the forklift tines. The bin raised
on the tines had only one channel (instead of
the required two) on its base.

These employers
have been found to
have failed in their
duties, and paid
the price.
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According to the judgement, no attempts
were made to secure the bin to the forklift.
This bin was in very poor condition with
holes and corrosion in various locations.
The forklift tines were not spread as wide
as they could be and were not central on
the mast of the forklift. The task was also
being carried out on uneven ground with a
slight incline.
The worker fell from the bin, then the bin
fell off the forklift. The corner of the bin
landed on the worker’s head, killing him.

COMPANY DIRECTOR IMPRISONED
FOR ONE YEAR AND FINED $1
MILLION
Gary Lavin, director of a Sunshine Coast
roofing company, has been sentenced to a
year in prison, suspended after four months,
and the company, Multi-Run Roofing, was
fined a record $1 million. The prosecution
followed the death of a worker who fell
almost six metres to his death while
working on an unprotected roof edge.
The court heard that Mr Lavin had decided
www.timbertradernews.com
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BUSINESS OWNER FINED AND
IMPRISONED AFTER FORKLIFT
DEATH

WATT ABOUT THE WORKPLACE
not to install edge protection on the roof as
he was trying to save money. The conduct
was described as reckless.
Instead, the workers were using the rails
of scissor lifts as barriers along the roof
edge, and the idea was apparently that the
worker on the edge straightening the roofing
sheets was to have been wearing a harness.
However, at the time the worker fell to his
death he was not wearing a harness, and he
had apparently tripped or stumbled near the
edge of the roof.
The court found that while the workers
involved were competent, the risk was
significant, as those working at the “roof
edge were working with a narrow margin for
error”. The method adopted also relied on
the diligence of the workers, in
circumstances where they were engaged in
repetitive work.
Importantly, edge protection would have
stopped the fall and the lack of it could have
been easily addressed, given it was agreed
the roofing company would be paid to install
it and there was edge protection on site.

Mr Hickey believed that the apprentice,
together with a former employee who had
previously been dismissed, had used his
company’s van and tools to do a cash job.
He demanded the apprentice provide
information about the cash job, and the new
address where the former employee was
working. Mr Hickey asserted that because
the apprentice returned the keys to the van,
he had resigned.
The Fair Work Commission (FWC)
member presiding said that the actions
of the apprentice were arguably wrong,
and it was arguably reasonable that
Mr Hickey be told where his tools and
equipment were used. However, the tirade
of appalling, expletive-laden, threatening
messages that Mr Hickey sent to the
apprentice were inexcusable.
Text messages sent to the apprentice
included:
“Your choice today bro. Info or job by
4pm. I’ll find out about that c*** one way or
another even if not through you and I will
f*** him. So you’re not stopping it from

happening by keeping quiet. I’ll give ya till 4”.
In an email some hours later, Mr Hickey
told the apprentice:
“You could have kept your job had you
spilled the beans on fatty fatty boom boom
but no.” He also gave the apprentice the
telephone number of the FWC and said
“Do you know what these c***s do about
it? Nothing unless it’s a company worth
prosecuting.”
In addition to abuse regarding the
situation, Mr Hickey also said that he would
do his best to “hinder and interrupt” any
apprenticeship he might get.
The FWC said that “No employee should
ever be subjected to the threats and abuse
meted out by Mr Hickey”, and that the
abuse repudiated the employment contract.
It was found that Mr Hickey dismissed the
apprentice because he would not assist
in the pursuit of revenge against a former
employee.
The apprentice was awarded 12 weeks’
wages ($11,400) out of a maximum possible
26 weeks’ wages that the FWC can order.

SELF-DESCRIBED ‘NAZI SPARKY’
UNFAIRLY DISMISSED APPRENTICE
Simon Hickey, a Brisbane electrical
contractor who calls himself the ‘Nazi
Sparky’, has been ordered to pay an
apprentice more than $11,000 after the
former employee ran a successful unfair
dismissal claim.

The court heard that Mr Lavin had decided not
to install edge protection on the roof as he was
trying to save money.

Emma Watt is an independent industrial relations consultant who has, for more than 20 years, provided advice and
assistance to employers in the timber industry. She has also worked as an unfair dismissal conciliator with the Fair Work
Commission. Emma is very keen to ensure that employers know their rights and obligations, so they can sleep well at night!

Next month in

RECYCLED
TIMBER
Coming up in the May 2019 issue of
TimberTrader News: recycled timber.
• Rare species and specialty sizes
• Provenance that attracts buyers
• Sustainable and profitable

The detailed EXOTIC TIMBER MAP coming soon!

Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services
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TIMBER FLOOR NEWS

BRICE ON BOARDS
with Sharon and Ray Brice

Laminate flooring
Manufacturers that meet standards make the difference.

A

t the same time as the European
Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF)
site recorded a changing market trend for a
slight drop in sales during 2018, the
Australian market is becoming saturated
with regionally produced laminate flooring
products; some of which do not perform to
the standard set by the EPLF – and to which
we as a nation have become accustomed.
Laminate flooring still holds a significant
market share globally, but the EPLF noted a
4.6% drop in sales during 2018. They
attributed this to a continuing trend of
substitution with alternative flooring
materials. Despite this they did report an
increase in sales of 7.8% in their Latin
American and 2.8% in their Asian markets
respectively; noting Africa and India as
outstanding areas of growth.
It’s hardly surprising that the strongest
growth areas are primarily emerging
industrial countries around the Pacific Rim,
since many manufacture (or previously
manufactured) laminate flooring under
licence for several well-known European
companies. Their cheaper manufacturing and
labour costs have in the past come at a
price for some of those European brands, as
quality issues in the product produced under
licence have, on occasion, damaged brand
reputation resulting in costly court battles.
However, with the infrastructure and
knowledge in place, the development of
locally owned and produced products was
an inevitability, now set to challenge EPLF
product dominance as the newcomers
compete for margin in the global markets.
At this point in time it’s hard to say
whether the Australian consumers’ fondness
for laminate flooring is waning. As a nation,
we are not usually last in, first out; but, as a
Pacific Rim country, albeit a developed one,
we have had a ringside seat and first-hand
experience with poorly manufactured
28 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

Many of these failures
could be traced back
to inappropriate
product choice for the
area of use, or lack of
information.

laminate flooring product, especially during
the last 15 or so years. Around this time, we
began to see product from European and
Asian producers who had entered the
market late in the game, following the
product’s global acceptance.
It was also around this time that local
wholesalers and retailers sought to import
product directly, rather than act as the
manufacturer’s agents – an attempt to
increase profit and provide the Australian
consumer with lower-priced options. While
many of these products performed as
expected there was a fair percentage that
didn’t, despite the frameworks: standards,
guarantees and warranties put in place to
protect consumers from poor-quality goods
and services.

WHAT’S THE STANDARD?
Products imported into Australia should
comply with Australian standards; which
raises the question, why have we seen so
many products fail to perform as promised?
The answer lies at least in part in the very
frameworks that form our protections.
All products imported into Australia must
meet the requirements of two types of
mandatory product standard.

Safety standards: goods must comply with
particular performance, composition,
contents, methods of manufacture or
processing, design, construction, finish or
packaging rules.
Information standards: prescribed
information must be given to consumers
when they purchase specified goods (e.g.
labelling for cosmetics, tobacco products
and care labelling for clothing and textile
products).
On this basis any laminate flooring
product satisfying the criteria in the
aforementioned mandatory standards can
be imported into Australia. But should it be?
In Australia the yardstick for quality goods
and services is in most instances based
on an Australian Standard. Of course, as
non-producers of laminate flooring we
have no such standard and defer instead
to EN 13329 Laminate Floor-Coverings,
Specifications, requirements and test
methods, a European standard also
recognised as an international standard.
However, as a non-mandatory standard,
other countries are free to implement the
document or develop their own version of
best work practice as they see fit, so long
as the products offered meet the mandatory
requirements. Buyer beware.
Laminate flooring products produced to
meet the requirements of Standard EN
13329 have been tested for determination
of thickness, length, width, squareness,
straightness and flatness, as well as
openings and height differences between
elements, plus determination of dimensional
variations after changes in relative humidity,
for surface soundness, abrasion resistance,
impact resistance and light fastness. These
tests guarantee the product has been
produced within tolerance to a predetermined specification.
www.timbertradernews.com
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The vast majority of
EPLF manufacturers
offer both guarantee
and warranty.

Above: Laminated floorboards are popular products, but buying down to a price point can risk lower manufacturing standards, or information and instructions
that are provided only in the language of the manufacturing country.
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WHERE PROBLEMS ARISE
Since the influx of product produced by the
second-tier manufacturers, there has been a
constant flow of reported concerns
regarding height variation between boards,
delamination of and within the product core
and in the tongue and groove or click-locking
mechanism employed to join the boards
together. While this suggests a different
standard or understanding of the test and
measurement criteria, it is only fair to say
that not all issues reported were directly
related to manufacturing shortfalls.
A considerable percentage of these
products sold on price point, found their way
into the DIY market where consumer
installation practices and post-installation
maintenance routines contributed to product
failure. Many of these failures could be
traced back to inappropriate product choice
for the area of use, while the absence of
installation instructions and post installation
care information were the biggest
contributor to product failure in service.
This is not to say that there was a total
lack of information, only that the information
provided on packaging or in enclosures was

frequently written in the language used in
the product’s country of origin and was not
provided or available in any other language.
EN 13329 addresses the classification of
the flooring, assigning a wear class
according to the proposed level of use (e.g.
domestic or commercial application,
moderate, general and heavy) against its
resistance to common wear issues (e.g.
abrasion resistance, impact resistance,
resistance to cigarette burns, the effect of
furniture legs, the effect of castor chairs and
thickness swelling) and the marking,
designation and packing requirements.
Products complying with this standard
should be delivered in packages designed to
protect the corners, edges and surfaces of
the product, under normal conditions of
transport and handling. Installation, cleaning
and maintenance instructions should be
delivered together with the product. The
following information should be clearly
marked on each carton:
• Number of this European standard
followed by suffix
• Manufacturer’s and/or supplier’s
identification

• Product name
• Colour, pattern and batch number
• Symbol appropriate to the class of
product
• The nominal dimensions of one floor
covering element in millimetres
• The number of elements contained in a
package
• The area in square metres contained in a
package
The classifications and packaging
requirements, whilst helpful for consumers,
are critical to meeting the mandatory
standards for packaging and information.
The vigorous testing, classification and
packaging requirements provide the basis
for the manufacturer’s guarantee and/or
warranty. The vast majority of EPLF
manufacturers offer both options, which
provides their agents and representatives a
strong selling point and their consumers
with a sense of security.
At this point in time it may be too early to
cite changing market trends for a downturn
in laminate flooring sales globally, given the
emergence of new manufacturing
contenders.

Ray and Sharon Brice specialise in mediation training and project management. They have four decades of experience
in the flooring industry. Phone: 0407 591 697 | Email: rayandsharon@timbertradernews.com
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AUTOBUILD NEWS
Industry connections
Building links between fabricators and researchers is just one of the goals behind the
team planning the 5th Pacific Timber Engineering Conference.

T

his July, some of the biggest names in
timber construction will gather in Brisbane
for the 5th Pacific Timber Engineering
Conference (PTEC 2019). Run by the
Australian Research Council Future Timber
Hub, together with the University of
Queensland (UQ) School of Civil Engineering,
PTEC 2019 aims to bring young and
experienced academics together with
practitioners, researchers and developers to
share the latest developments in research
and application of timber in construction.
30 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

The three-day conference program
features world-renowned experts from
multiple fields and concerns regarding
timber construction, from fire safety to
logistics. It aims to not only bring new
information in the field to participants, but to
foster a sense of common cause between
different parts of the timber construction
industry, from engineers and manufacturers
to designers and builders.
The overall goal of conference organisers is
increasing the number of timber buildings in

Australia – from tall and mid-rise to domestic
structures. And that’s not just self-interest
from those working in the sector; timber is
the most sustainable construction material
we currently build in, which makes it a vital
part of a low-carbon future.
Sponsorship and exhibitor positions are still
open for the conference (see the end of story
for details), and a reception and banquet
dinner will form part of the event. For details,
visit www.civil.uq.edu.au/5th-pacifictimber-engineering-conference-ptec-2019
www.timbertradernews.com
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This image: New engineered timber
solutions are just one part of the event.
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“Some of the most
exciting topics are the
fire safety of timber
buildings, engineered
timber, automation
and sustainability.”
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ON THE SCHEDULE
Associate Professor Dilum Fernando is part
of the School of Civil Engineering at UQ.
His own research focuses on innovative
applications of materials (including new
materials) and sustainable design. Fernando
is a leading voice in the conference’s local
organising committee.
“We have a range of topics that we are
going to cover in this conference,” he says,
“but I think if I am to pick some of the most
exciting topics, those would be the fire safety
of timber buildings, then engineered timber
products, the construction of timber buildings
– especially automation in construction – and
then sustainability.”
Professor Jose Torero will be leading the
discussion on fire safety. He’s a renowned
researcher on the topic and Head of the
Department of Civil, Environmental and
Geomatic Engineering at University College
London. His work at the University of
Edinburgh helped show that fires in
compartments made of cross-laminated
timber (CLT) can self-extinguish without
intervention – results that have been
replicated in research at UQ.
“Professor Jose Torero is one of the top fire
experts in the world,” says Fernando. “We
will also hear from Craig Gibbons from Arup
[an independent firm of designers, planners
and engineers specialising in the built
environment], who will be talking about fire
aspect from the practitioner’s point of view.”
One obstacle to increased timber use as
a construction material in Australia is the
perception it’s a fire risk: both in the mind of
the average lay person and in some of our
standards. It’s led to our use of timber in
larger structures going backwards over time.
“The reality of Australia is that in 1913 we
built Perry House, now known as the Royal
Albert Hotel in Brisbane,” says Fernando.
“That is an eight-storey [now nine, an extra
www.timbertradernews.com
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Above: Associate Professor Dilum Fernando is part of the local organising committee for PTEC 2019. His
own research focuses on new ways of building and making buildings more sustainable.

storey was added in 1923] building that was
the tallest timber structure in the Southern
Hemisphere at that time. Now most of our
timber buildings are one- or two-storey,
mainly due to regulatory constraints.”
Those regulatory constraints are based on
the perception ‘timber burns’, however
timber burns very slowly and has the ability
to self-extinguish. Fernando uses the
example of setting a fire in a hearth: the
large logs we use for the main part of the
fire last a long time. “Once timber chars, it
burns very slowly,” he says.
The Edinburgh and UQ experimenters
built compartments using CLT panels and
showed they had the ability to self-

extinguish once the fuel (furniture, carpets,
curtains, etc) in a room is burnt out. As
Fernando says, “The charring layer keeps
the burning very slow and, once the fire
takes the fuel load out, it allows selfextinguishment, provided the building is
properly designed.
“Even in buildings where the timbers
don’t self-extinguish, the slow burning due
to charring means the building loses its
structural capacity more slowly than a steel
or concrete building, giving people more
time to evacuate. For buildings that are built
to standards that allow self-extinguishment
once the fuel load is gone, the structure can
actually survive the fire.”
TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019
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Left: Canada has
turned to mass timber
as a method for tall
and mid-rise structures
such as Brock
Commons Tallwood
House student
residence (here under
construction).

Changing such outdated perceptions of
timber, both in the eyes of the public and
the regulatory authorities, is one of the key
goals of the conference team.

CLEVER CONSTRUCTION
Other key speakers include Prof Frank Lam
from the University of British Columbia, who
will be talking about building design and
construction, and Prof Minjuan He from
China, who will be talking about the
construction of timber structures in China.
China and Canada have both seen their
timber industries take up new construction
methods and advanced materials in recent
years. Offering faster build times and much
lighter structures compared to steel and
concrete, timber is an attractive option, and
there are lessons to be learned from the
international experiences.
“In China there is a lot of push towards
precast volumetric construction,” says
Fernando, “where they build the whole units
and then come and install them. There is
quite an interest in these pod technologies,
especially in Melbourne.”
International experiences aren’t identical
and don’t translate linearly to Australia. Yet,
as Fernando says, “There’s quite a lot that’s
common irrespective of wherever you go in
32 TIMBER TRADER NEWS / APRIL 2019

terms of the construction. But then there
are certain technologies that vary in their
availability from country to country, for
example, the regulatory requirements,
the traditional construction techniques, the
material availability… How those countries
overcame those constraints we are currently
facing are very important lessons we can
learn. And also, how did these new
technologies perform against their
conventional construction technologies?”
One strong recent development in timber
nationally and internationally is the increase
in automation. Engineered timber product
and mass timber construction often require
extremely precise fabrication, which has led
to an increased reliance on automation for at
least parts of the manufacturing process.
“The next part of it is how do we make
the assembly process on site automated?”
Fernando asks. While skilled builders are
important, so is the need to lower the risk to
workers on high- and mid-rise construction
and to optimise efficiencies. “I think there is
probably a long way to go in this, but the
path towards bringing in this technology has
already started with work done in Germany.
“In terms of the fabrication side of the
precast elements, there is already
construction with CNC machines and using

B
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“How other countries overcame the constraints
we are currently facing are very important
lessons we can learn.“

robot arms. I know
that in Australia
Hyne Timber has
invested a lot in
terms of moving
into this digital
fabrication space.
That shows how
much the industry is
thinking about
moving in this
direction.”
C
C
This need to work with industry is central
C
M
M
to the work being done at PTEC 2019.
Two
other key speakers are Anna Charalambous
M
Y
Y
and Ben Owen from Lendlease. “They are
Y
CM
CM
the experts who led the design and
CM
MY
MY
construction of the Melbourne Forte
building
and 25 King in Brisbane, the world’s
tallest
MY
CY
CY
timber office building,” says Fernando.
CY
CMY
CMY
The Lendlease team will talk about the
CMY
K
K
practicalities of their building process and
K
also the reasons behind the company’s
shift
into tall timber construction. The central
reason is, as always in business, cost. New
construction technologies must represent a
saving over the old, and the time and project
efficiencies represented by engineered
timber products and offsite construction
more than tick this box for large developers.
But these technologies have been slow to
trickle out into the wider construction
industry in Australia, and this concerns
Fernando. “This is the second part of it,” he
says. “The education: how do we transfer
the knowledge? That transfer of knowledge
needs to pick up the interest groups for
different things.
“For example, courses in the universities
will be able to effectively transfer these
technologies and how to design to engineers.
But how do we actually integrate the
construction methodologies into our designs?
And how are those construction
methodologies transferred to the builder?
Getting the builders themselves involved in
our designs, getting their experience and
knowledge integrated into our designs – I
think that is also very important.”
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Above: Lendlease’s 25 King was officially opened at the Brisbane Showgrounds last November. Resting on
a traditional ground floor foundation, the nine-storey tower is constructed from CLT and glulam.

The PTEC organisers see the future of
design and construction as all parties getting
together at the same table, looking at every
aspect of the design and construction and
working together to produce technologies
that tackle the performance requirements of
every aspect – design, construction and
maintenance. Fernando also wants a crossdisciplinary approach to “coming up with the
training modules to educate each and every
sector. I think that is where we have the
potential to fast-track our technologies and
become a world leader in timber engineering.”

One way to meet our
climate commitments
is simply to increase
the amount of timber
used in construction.
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SUSTAINABILITY
The last key platform of the conference is
sustainability. Again, research is being driven
by a combination of need and innovation.
Timber construction has already been
identified as a practical way to help limit
CO2 emissions. One way to help meet our
climate commitments is simply to increase
the amount of timber used in construction.
“If we can get through timber-first policies
at both government and private levels, that
could significantly affect the market growth
for timber,“ says Fernando.
Of course, as we have seen in recent
years, with growing demands, timber
supply can’t always keep up. This is where
engineering solutions become important.
As Fernando says, “If we can come up with
more efficient structural designs while
looking at better performance for the same
amount of material we use, then we are
going to be able to meet those demands.
Currently, most buildings are significantly
over-engineered for purpose, even given the
increasing extreme weather conditions in

our changing climate. If the quality of
construction itself can be improved, and the
materials made more consistent, with fully
understood qualities, then, Fernando says,
“we can come up with better-engineered
systems where we could distribute our
loads much more efficiently.” Current
research projects at UQ are progressing
down this road, including fibre and timber
hybrid technologies that allow both the
structures themselves and the construction
processes to become more efficient.
“The ultimate goal is, how do we make
construction even more sustainable by
reducing resource consumption?” Fernando
asks. The answer involves many parts, but at
its heart is being able to reduce the amount
of material in buildings to the most efficient
level while maintaining safety.
Fernando’s own research interests focus
on the lifetime of the building. “Looking at
whole lifecycle performance is essential the
moment we start talking about sustainability,”
he says, “because design and construction
are not detached from maintenance. How we
design and how we construct the building
affects what maintenance it will need.”
Understanding that lifecycle requires
information. Leading manufacturers are
already starting to adopt BIM (Building
Information Modelling) technologies and
asset management tools have become
central to planning. “These technologies,
together with the advancement of other
technologies, are essential parts of working
towards more effective designs, looking at
the whole lifecycle performance and also
the construction,” Fernando says.
“BIM, to me, is a wonderful tool. It allows
us to really look at the information of the
buildings at different stages. We can even
embed sensors to monitor the building’s
performance, which give us feedback and
mean we can, if necessary, take corrective
actions for any problems we face in the
future.” Perhaps no more Opal Tower sagas.
Fernando sees the conference as part of
a gentle culture change that the industry
needs for success. “In the past, especially
in Australia, there were not so many
interactions between the industry and the
universities, and we are currently seeing
that changing. Only when the practitioners,
the engineers and the economists can come
together and interact with each other are we
going to be able to come up with the best
products. If we keep doing that, I don’t see
how we would fail.”
Early bird tickets are available until
15 May at www.civil.uq.edu.au/5thpacific-timber-engineeringconference-ptec-2019. Interested
sponsors and/or exhibitors should
contact Kelly Rischmiller, ptec2019@
civil.uq.edu.au or (07) 3443 1360.
www.timbertradernews.com
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By Stuart Branch, State Engineer NSW

Ledger plates
A

s an engineer in the NSW design office,
I am often asked by fabricators to
design ledger plates for the support of roof
trusses onto timber walls. I take this
opportunity to provide some guidance on
how ledger plates are designed, and also to
include some standard ledger plate details
for supporting a steel sheet roof.
What is a ledger plate?
A ledger plate in construction terminology is
a horizontal member fixed to the face of a
wall frame, to provide support for incoming
roof trusses or floor joists. Ledger plates can
be easily installed on site, and they provide
a good way of supporting incoming
members that do not align with supporting
studs or vertical support elements, such as
top plates. Ledger plates also allow timber
wall frames to be manufactured as full
height walls that extend above ceiling
planes, which is beneficial for some aspects
of building design including controlling fire
and sound ingress.
Where are they found?
Typical areas where ledger plates are often
specified include firewalls between duplex
residences, continuous external walls
forming parapets, external perimeter walls
supporting balconies, carports and verandahs
extending away from the main building.
What information currently exists
for the specification of timber
ledger plates?
AS1684-2010 “Residential Timber-framed
Construction” does not provide information
on ledger plate sizes nor their fixing. So how
should they be designed, you ask?
My preferred approach is to begin by first
working out the connection details between
ledger plate and studs, before sizing the
ledger. Why start with the connection? It is
often the spacing needed between the

0.035m
2/14g x 65mm
screws
0.035m
0.140m 0.070m
0.035m

2/14g x 65mm
Screws
• Ledger size:
140x35 MGP10
• Stud size: 90x35
MGP10 @ 600 crs
• RLW supported =
2.9m

3/14g x 65mm
screws
0.035m
0.060m
0.190m
0.060m
0.035m

5/2.8x30mm
Reinforced
Head nails
per Flange

3/14g x 65mm
Screws
• Ledger size:
190x35 MGP10
• Stud size: 90x35
MGP10 @ 600 crs
• RLW supported =
4.3m

please refer to GN
Guideline No 210.)
I start by finding the
factored ledger reaction at
each support point (wall
stud), either from software
design outputs or by
manual calculations. I then
select an appropriate
fastener(s) or bracket
whose capacity exceeds
the ledger reaction.
After the connection
demands have been
satisfied, I use the number
of fasteners (or bracket
size) to select a ledger size
that accommodates them,
before checking that it has
enough capacity to support
the loads on it.

1x Universal Trip-L-Grip
• Ledger size: 120x35
MGP10
• Stud size: 90x35
MGP10 @ 600 crs
0.120m
• RLW supported = 3.5m
2x Universal Trip-L-Grips
• RLW supported = 6.9m

Standard ledger plate
details for sheet roof
Illustrated on this page
(left) are four standard
ledger plate connection
details designed to support
a steel sheet roof of total
construction weight =
6/MSA1430
0.30kPa. Supported trusses
screws per
½ a SPH140 Hanger
flange
must be standard trusses
• Ledger size: 140x35
(not girders) at 600mm max
MGP10
spacing and wind speed
• Stud size: 90x35
no greater than N3.
MGP10 @ 600 crs
0.140m
Maximum roof load width
• RLW supported =
(RLW) able to be supported
7.3m
is shown adjacent to the
connection. Connection
Standard ledger plate connection details for a 30kg/m² steel sheet roof
details are based on JD5
in a max N3 wind zone.
timber joint group.
ledger fixings (nails, screws) that dictates
If you require further assistance with
the minimum size of the ledger plate. (For
ledger plate designs or connections, please
an in-depth look at spacing requirements
contact your nearest nailplate supplier’s
between fasteners in timber connections,
engineering office.

Visit mitek.com.au for all guidelines
www.timbertradernews.com
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hat a hectic start to the year it has
been with organisation of the FTMA
Australia National Conference. By the time
this is printed, the conference will have
been and gone and, even though I obviously
can’t predict what will happen, I know it will
be a huge event. Usually our conferences
attract around 130 people, however, this
event has registrations over the 210 mark,
plus 23 Trade Booths and fun activities – so
that’s why I know it will be fantastic.
With the upcoming conference we are
proud to welcome new sponsors; Borg
Manufacturing (Silver), Simpsons Strong Tie
(Bronze) and OneFortyOne Wood Products
(Bronze). As you can see by the sponsors’
ribbon on this page, our sponsorship
continues to grow and the frame and truss
sector are supported by so many great
companies. As always, we encourage all
members to support those companies
who support you through the national
association.

Usually our
conferences attract
around 130 people,
however, this event
has registrations over
the 210 mark.
We have also welcomed new members
to the FTMA Family with Langs Building
Supplies (QLD), Australian Timber & Truss
(QLD), Inotek Timber Systems (VIC), AG
Trusses (WA & VIC) and Frostpine (NSW)
plus new Associate Members TAFE NSW,
Structerre Consulting Engineers and Chris
Hay of Manufacturing Logistics. We are
proud of our growing membership and of
the great resources
provided to members.
FTMA Australia hosted a
Steel Forum in Sydney to
discuss the feedback from
Fabricators in the FTMA
Steel Survey. The survey
was completed by a wide
range of fabricators in
every state and territory
and the feedback was
fantastic.

Left: It’s time to highlight
timber’s multiple
environmental credentials
across the supply chain.
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We need a message across the
supply chain that promotes the
lifelong carbon storing credentials
of our product.

It was pleasing to see many fabricators
report they were not affected by the increase
of steel in the marketplace, however, all
stated they were well aware of the changes
in the marketplace due to the advertising
blitz and claimed rebates by our competitors.
Some fabricators stated that they had lost
builders who went to steel but were happy
to report that they had returned to timber.
There was one message that came
through loud and clear, and that was that we
needed a loud voice, a united voice across
the supply chain promoting the many
benefits of using timber.
At the recent board meeting, Arthur Potter
of Universal Trusses explained that he was
once at a meeting with key politicians and
bureaucrats and that everyone was going
around the table introducing themselves and
explaining what they did.
When it got to Arthur he explained that he
worked with an amazing product that could
be used at home or work, indoors or
outdoors and that the product was so
innovative it sucked the carbon straight out
of the air and stored it for life.
He went on to explain they were working
on a name for this product and had tried
T.R.E.E.S. but that didn’t seem to work so
they are trialling W.O.O.D. to see how that

goes. Eventually those
around the table caught
on but even they were
surprised that timber
stored carbon for life.
We need a message
across the supply chain
from forest/plantation
floor through to the
furniture or frame and
truss plants that
promotes the
environmental
credentials of our
product.
You are all Carbon
Above: FTMA’s new publications highlight the carbon storage qualities of
Warriors. You work in
timber, alongside its other known benefits.
Carbon Storage Facilities
(Truss Plants) and are
investment they can make in their lifetime is
real environmentalists, as you are fighting
also their house by using timber, which
climate change by sucking carbon out of the
stores carbon for life.
air and storing it in products for life. This is a
The outcome of the FTMA Steel Forum in
message the wider community needs to
Sydney is that the timber supply chain is
hear, because it isn’t properly appreciated
working on a campaign and message and
and because they do care about the
will be presenting this at the FTMA Australia
products they use.
National Conference.
The fact is the biggest financial
I encourage everyone within the timber
investment the average Australian makes in
industry supply chain to find their voice as
their lifetime is their house. We need them
we have plenty to crow about!
to know that the biggest environmental

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777 Fax: (03) 9701 2677
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Nick Arfaras:
Glenn Lawrenson:
Matt Leplaa:

0438 255 118
0438 255 115
0438 255 116
0403 724 184
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TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

The need for (accurate) speed
I

n the Rajasthan desert, west of wondrous
Jaisalmer Fort, there are just two things:
camels and sand. So, when needing to wipe
after going to the toilet – I chose sand.
Which goes to show that there are some
things that are less desirable than
calculating wind speeds. So no excuses!
Knuckle down folks and focus on this article!
In our TimberTrader News bracing series
to date we have looked at the bracing big
picture; why we brace and how the wind
flows around a building.
In this third part of the series we discuss
how to calculate the wind speeds to be
resisted. And if you are fading out now,
remember the camel alternative!
The design wind speed can be expressed
as a speed in metres per second or a wind
category (N1, N2… C1, C2… etc). The
category is simply a set of a limited number
of wind speeds.
Getting this right affects all the load and
member calculations so it is really important
to be spot on. You don’t want to be wasting
money on an over-design or, conversely,
designing a building that is unsafe.
Having looked at many, many wind speeds
that have been provided by others, my
impression is that a higher-than-necessary
wind speed is very often specified. I suspect
that is either because people don’t want to
spend a lot of time working it out or because
they are scared of getting it wrong. Whatever
the case they tend to go big. There are cost
ramifications of selecting an overconservative
wind speed selection that can be huge. Each
step up in wind category is a 50% increase
in wind load! A 10% over-specification of the
speed is a 20% over specification of the
load! So, how can you determine an accurate
and reliable wind speed number?
Wind loads are affected by multiple
factors which I will list here:

• Region in Australia: cyclonic coastal
regions have higher loads than the bulk
of the country.
• Wind direction: in non-cyclonic areas there
is generally a worst direction for wind.
• Upwind slope: as the wind runs up a
slope the wind accelerates.
• Location on the slope: if you are near the
top of a slope the wind speed increase is
greater than part way up.
• The terrain roughness (terrain category):
the rougher the upwind landscape, the
more the wind is slowed down as it
approaches your building. So, it’s less
windy in the middle of suburbia than on
an open grassland or by the sea.
• Local shielding: if you have structures
immediately upwind of your building, they
reduce the wind buffeting of your building.
• Building height.
The default approach is to use AS4055
Wind loads for housing. On the surface this is
a pretty simple system: it takes into account
all of the above factors except for wind
direction (it just uses the worst case). Building
height is accounted for by simply limiting the
eaves height to 6m and the ridge to 8.5m.
However, the practice of implementing
AS4055 can be quite tricky, particularly in
relation to the assessment of terrain
category. When there are open parks,
bodies of water or in semi-rural situations,
there is quite a lot of detail to consider.
One real trap is around smaller water
bodies like rivers or lakes, which is the worst
– terrain category 1. That’s even worse than
overlooking the sea where the roughness of
the waves slows the wind down!
If you really want to be an ace using
AS4055 I suggest you read Appendix A. That
gives a lot more detail. The info on terrain
category and shielding is really useful. For
instance, did you know that you can work out

the terrain as if it’s five years in the future,
when a suburb is more fully developed?
To account for slope, you can easily and
accurately determine the slope at a site
using Google Earth Pro – which is free. In
brief, to do it you Add>Path from the menu
system, give the path a name, draw the
path on the map, and then on the path in
the list click “Show elevation profile”.
Of course, Google Earth or any of the
other aerial mapping websites can also give
you a good indication of the terrain category.
Upping the sophistication further, the
Australian standard for wind loads
(AS1170.2) gives us a finer-grained approach
to determining the wind speed than
AS4055. Whilst intended for engineers it is
quite plausible that a non-engineer could use
it to give a leaner result.
And finally, there is a sophisticated
software package called CheckWind which
pretty much automates the whole process.
From the site address it interrogates mapping
data for all of the factors that affect wind
speed and spits out the answer. It is not free,
and I believe it’s intended for engineer’s use
only, but you might consider it as a solution.
All this may seem a bit dry – okay it is.
But there is money to be made by getting
good at this! And of course, there are
numerous other less desirable alternatives:
My Rajasthan desert experience – camels
and all – was bookended by a trip as a motorcycle pillion passenger. My acquaintanceship
with the rider was never going to flourish
once he declared “My name is Hannish – but
you can call me Honey.” Honey! But before I
had a chance to politely bail, he turned to me
and proclaimed, “don’t worry, I have never
had an accident.” Whereupon he promptly
rammed my knee into a stationary bicycle.
Goodbye Hannish, goodbye Rajasthan and
goodbye sand!

Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: pauldavis@timbertradernews.com
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